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1. What is NexTrust?
The objective of the NEXTRUST project is to increase efficiency and sustainability
in logistics by developing interconnected trusted collaborative networks along the
entire supply chain. These trusted networks, built horizontally and vertically, will fully
integrate shippers, LSPs and intermodal operators as equal partners. To reach a
high level of sustainability, we will not only bundle freight volumes, but shift them off
the road to intermodal rail and waterway. NEXTRUST will build these trusted
networks ideally bottom up, with like-minded partners, adding multiple layers of
transport flows that have been de-coupled and then re-connected more effectively
along the supply chain. We will develop C-ITS cloud based smart visibility software
to support the re-engineering of the networks, improving real-time utilization of
transport assets. NEXTRUST will focus on research activities that create stickiness
for collaboration in the market, validated through pilot cases in live conditions. The
action engages major shippers as partners (Beiersdorf, Borealis, Colruyt, Delhaize,
KC, Mondelez, Panasonic, Philips, Unilever) owning freight volumes well over
1.000.000 annual truck movements across Europe, plus SME shippers and LSPs
with a track record in ICT innovation. The pilot cases cover the entire scope of the
call and cover a broad cross section of entire supply chain (from raw material to end
consumers) for multiple industries. The creation and validation of trusted
collaborative networks will be market oriented and implemented at an accelerated
rate for high impact. In our pilot cases we expect a reduction in deliveries by 20%40% and based on modal shift a reduction of GHG emissions by 40%-70%. Load
factors will increase by 50%-60% given our emphasis on back-load/modal shift
initiatives. NEXTRUST will achieve a high impact with improved asset utilization and
logistics cost efficiency, creating a sustainable, competitive arena for European
logistics that will be an inspirational example for the market.
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2. Goal of the pilot case
The Scope of this pilot project is the efficient transport combination of returnable
loading equipment and finished goods to avoid empty running and therefore drive
down CO2 emissions.
The physical flow of returnable assets goes in the opposite direction compared to
the physical flow of finished goods, which allows perfect match making. By
combining these two transport flows and bringing together the supplier, the retailer
and the provider of pooling services in a trusted environment, transportation
synergies can be gained by creating roundtrips. The focus of this pilot project could
also be extended by upstream suppliers.
In the actual retail set up there is no coordination between requesting a pallet pickup and scheduling a delivery of finished goods.
Pooling service providers supply empty pallets to the FMCG industry and collect
them at the distribution centers of the retailer without being involved in the finished
goods supply chain. Therefore, this exploitation project will address an optimized
Full Truck Load (FTL) shipment by generating roundtrips between the supplier, the
retailer (or primary product supplier) and the provider of pooling services.

3. Target groups for dissemination
Target groups for this type of collaboration in a trusted environment are mainly
manufacturers, retailers, pooling service providers, logistics service providers as
well as interested academic institutions and policy groups and NGO’s.
In the end, these groups will benefit from the pilot results, because it establishes a
possible way to find efficient transport combination of returnable loading equipment
and finished goods.
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4. Involved partners in the pilot


CHEP Deutschland GmbH



dm drogeriemarkt GmbH + Co. KG



EDEKA Handelsgesellschaft Rhein-Ruhr mbH



Henkel AG & Co. KGaA



IPP Logipal GmbH



Mars GmbH



Rigterink Logistik GmbH & Co. KG

5. Role of each participant

Figure 1: Role of each participant
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6. Collaboration model
1. Confidentiality between all parties has to be established through a nondisclosure agreement (NDA). In addition, there is an antitrust code of conduct
2. All data should only be transmitted to the trustee and evaluated by the trustee to
keep the compliance criteria
3. All condition-relevant topics should be exclusively discussed bilaterally between
the contractual partners.

Figure 2: Collaboration model
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7. Description of the ‘as-is’ situation and process


The as-is situation is that pooling service providers supply empty pallets to the
FMCG industry and collect them at the distribution centers of the retailer without
being involved in the finished goods supply chain.



In the current retail set up there is no coordination between requesting a pallet
pick-up and scheduling a delivery of finished goods.

Figure 3: As-is-process
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8. Application of 3-step methodology in this pilot
Phase 1: Creating-configuring the network
The detailed shipment data was analysed by GS1 Germany to identify project
partners. With the project description, the potential partners were identified. The
matching project partners were contacted (with NDA) based on criterias such
as "critical mass of consignment volumes", "availability of data" and "antitrust".

Phase 2: Putting the opportunities in place
The detailed lane and delivery data was collected from all parties and
aggregated to identify matchings and synergies. The possible logistics service
providers were informed. The commercial and environmental savings potential
were calculated.

Phase 3: Managing the collaboration
Transformation to the operational business: offer tender results to the
transportation market
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9. Description of the ‘to-be’ situation


Matching the physical flow of returnable assets with the physical flow of finished
goods and bringing together the supplier, the retailer and the f pooling service
provider in a trusted environment, transportation synergies can be gained by
creating roundtrips.



These collaborative FTL shipments require that delivery days are matching for
shipments from supplier to retail distribution center and for pick-ups from the
retail distribution center to pallet service center as well as direct backloads from
the retail distribution center to the supplier’s plant by on site pallet inspection.



With this collaborativee approach, it is possible to avoid empty runs and
therefore drive down CO2 emissions.

Figure 4: To-be-situation
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10.

Data used to evaluate the round trips

The operative transport processes and the determination of potentials require
existing data about shipment flows at all levels of collaboration.

Figure 5: Data requirements

11.

Framework

In addition to data requirements, further framework conditions must be clarified in
advance.
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12.

Use of GS1 Standards

GS1 standards enable processes from procurement through logistics to sales. GS1
Standards ensure efficiency and transparency along the entire supply chain. The
GS1 Standards exist for all areas of modern business processes.

Figure 6: Use of GS1 Standards

13.


Impacts on GHG emissions
The determination of the energy consumption and the emissions for a subsection takes place via the so-called vehicle operation system (VOS). As VOS,
the standard refers to the circulation of a vehicle, in which, if necessary, the
considered good is also transported in a subsection.



The VOS does not necessarily have to be a concrete vehicle circulation. It can
also be all vehicle revolution of a vehicle type or on a route or route or even all
vehicle circulations in a network in which the considered transport section is or
would be (in future transponders).



The energy consumption for the entire VOS must be determined and finally
distributed to the considered transport section and to the individual consignment.
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It is therefore necessary first of all to determine energy consumption and
emissions for larger grids in order to calculate average characteristic values or
these grids (e.g. greenhouse gas emissions per ton kilometer), which are then
used for the individual consignment.

Figure 7: Vehicle Operation System (VOS)

1. In the exploitation pilot the empty miles per route must base on certain
assumptions due to continuous changing routes and networks in the
operational business
2. For this reason an average empty miles value was used based on logistics
service provider’s data.
3. Within the exploitation-pilot, 25% of empty miles per route must be assumed.

average
fuel
consumption consumption
CO2 savings
no distance [ltr/100 Km] [ltr.]
CO2 (Kg) 25% [Kg]
1

290,7

31,97

92,9

244,4

28,2

2

293,4

29,99

88,0

231,4

26,7

Figure 8: example for savings actually achieved
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14.

Top Lessons Learned

The participants in this project evaluate the pilot project very positively. Some of
them plan to continue the collaboration.
What speaks for the implementation!


Positive effects that were not seen before, become clearer for all
participants



Positive scaling effects could be gained by enlarging the networks



No disturbances could be detected during operational business



No restrictions for the equipment

What needs to be clarified!


Coordination effort in advance is required



Initial difficulties must be solved



Stability of relations have to be validated



Not foreseen impacts on route planning are possible

In any case, it makes sense to accomplish a SWOT-analysis

Figure 9: SWOT- analysis
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